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Owner and CEO

Director’s Statement

Being born and raised in Western South 
Dakota on the Cheyenne River taught me a lot 
about resourcefulness, and making do without 
much. I make sure throughout our organization 
that all of my employees and customers are 
treated like family because we all depend on 
each other to communicate and keep people 
protected and safe.

I was raised knowing the value of a dollar and 
take to heart that our customers trust us to go 
above and beyond to do the right thing both in 
the design, installation, and service of their 
systems to receive as much as their budget 
affords.

My promise to you is that we will always be 
open and honest and work hard regardless of 
the time or the day. If ever there is an issue 
that is not resolved or does not meet your 
expectations, I am always available to all of 
our customers night or day.

Email: mmcmillen@midwestalarm.com

Why Customers Choose Us

Professional Staff

Our nationally recognized and award-
winning field technicians, engineers, 
and support staff rank near the top of 
the industry for years of experience

Attention To Details

We never cut corners. That’s why our 
company ethos is, “Do the right thing, 
and success follows.” It’s the reason 
we are invited to projects nationwide.

Love & Passion For What We Do

Dozens of our employees have first 
careers in the military,


law enforcement, and emergency 
response. We really care about your 

safety and protection.

“I was raised knowing the value of a 
dollar and take to heart that our 

customers trust us to go above and 
beyond to do the right thing...”

Marva L. McMillen
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WE PROVIDE AUDIO VISUAL SOLUTIONS

BCI Integrated Solutions offers custom and bundled AV systems tailored to our clients’ needs no matter the 
application. With multi-location installation, support, networked systems, and more for clients seeking to break out of 
the mold for a one-of-a-kind immersive experience.

Midwest Alarm dba BCI Integrated Solutions is a 
certified electrical contractor and provider of 
specialized innovative electronic building 
solutions and low voltage systems. In operation 
for over half a century, we maintain our own 
central station as well as installation, design, and 
service offices. We operate throughout the United 
States with capabilities and strategic 
deployments nationwide and internationally.

BCI is partnered with some of the best vendors in 
the business to bring you a dynamic catalog of 
audio visual products such as speakers, 
projectors, lighting and more to develop 
customized audio visual systems for you.

Our employees’ experience and professionalism 
allow us to provide your business with the service 
and dialogue you expect from a professional 
contractor.

BCI Integrated Solutions has the experience to 
handle any size project. Let us show you how we 
can deliver the systems you expect.

WHY US
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About BCI 

Take care of our customers, 

and our customers will take care of us.

BCI is headquartered in Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, with a Southern headquarters in Tampa, 
Florida, with offices in Ft. Myers, Orlando, 
Jacksonville, Atlanta, Dallas, Omaha, Sioux City, 
and Minneapolis. We have built solid 
relationships with prestigious and in-demand 
clients and contractors by providing superior 
service and support. We continue to grow, 
expanding nationwide project capabilities, with 
offices across Florida, Georgia, Texas, South 
Dakota, North Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, and 
Nebraska.

Midwest Alarm, dba BCI Integrated Solutions, is a 
private woman-owned business established in 
1967 and is among the largest providers of 
Electrical, Audio Visual, Life Safety, Security, 
Nurse Call, and Structured Cabling solutions in 
the United States, proudly serving family 
businesses to the Fortune 500.

In 2004 we added key employees to focus on 
integrated solutions, allowing us to meet all our 
customers’ low voltage needs. In April 2005, we 
changed our name to BCI Integrated Solutions to 
better reflect the enlarged scope of our business. 
By 2013, our growth and expertise would catapult 
us into landing the largest-ever low voltage job at 
MacDill Airforce Base.

From our inception over half a century ago, we 
worked with both end-users and contractors as 
we developed relationships with key suppliers. 
We expanded our solutions based on customer 
demand, acquiring Baytown Sound, Acme 
Communications, and 3D Solutions.

In October 2021, BCI Integrated Solutions 
acquired Pelican Electrical Group. Pelican and 
BCI have a long history of working jobs together, 
so the acquisition was a perfect fit. In May 2022, 
BCI further added to its electrical contracting 
capacities by acquiring JN Electric of Tampa Bay.

BCI was founded on a basic principle: Take care 
of our customers, and our customers will take 
care of us. From this basic principle, our business 
has naturally expanded over the years. We have 
had the opportunity to provide integrated systems 
to Fortune 500 companies, commercial 
businesses, educational facilities (K-12 & higher 
education), government buildings, healthcare 
facilities, hospitality locations, and large venues. 

In April 2021, we acquired United Security 
Alliance, Inc, expanding our security expertise. It 
was at this time we were awarded a 
MultiAuthority Jacksonville Security Contract 
valued at $15.6 million. Our employees’ 
experience and professionalism allow us to 
provide you with the service and follow-up you 
expect from a professional contractor. We believe 
in ongoing training for our employees so that we 
can design and install the highest quality systems 
utilizing the latest tools and technology. From 
system design to installation and service, BCI 
Integrated Solutions has the experience to handle 
any size project. Let us show you how we can 
deliver the systems you expect.

We are excited to offer our customers electrical 
and low voltage solutions creating a one-stop 
provider. To date, our growth has led us to house 
over 400 employees and expand across several 
states, competing for some of the largest 
electrical and building technology projects in the 
United States.
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LARGO, FL

ST. JEROME CATHOLIC CHURCH

This unique pyramid-shaped Catholic Church located in beautiful Largo, FL received a custom-tailored 
audio video upgrade provided by BCI Integrated Solutions.

Working hand in hand with BCI’s sales team and engineers St. Jerome addressed every need they had 
for their new worship space, and when it was completed the system exceeded their dreams. 

Two key factors contributed to the outstanding success of this project. The first being BCI Integrated 
Solution’s capabilities as a design-build audio video integrator. This project from the beginning was on a 
short schedule. 

St. Jerome understood getting us involved early was key to the success of the system. BCI’s engineers 
meet with the architect, general contractors, electrical contractors, as well as the church committee 
early to ensure all the pieces would fall into place. BCI designed the system according to the unique 
features of the worship space. 

The second important factor was St. Jerome’s building committee’s ability to keep an open line of 
communication to BCI. They informed us of any concerns or questions they had and trusted our 
capabilities as their integrator to perform.
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SARASOTA, FL

ST. PATRICK CATHOLIC CHURCH

BCI Integrated Solutions provided a new audio system for the sanctuary of the church of St. Patrick in 
Sarasota, Florida.

This system consisted of a Nexo line array system and Yamaha digital mixing console. New choir 
microphones and wireless microphones were also upgraded. A digital snake was used in the choir area 
for the connection of local instruments.

BCI also provided a new audio visual system for the social hall. This consisted of a JBL point source 
speaker system with subwoofers. A Yamaha digital mixing console was also added with new wireless 
microphones. A new digital video switcher was added to allow for modern sources to be used with the 
existing projector and screen.
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SARASOTA, FL

SARASOTA ALLIANCE CHURCH

BCI Integrated Solutions provided a new complete audio-visual system for Sarasota Alliance Church. 
This included a new audio system, projection system, broadcast system, and new stage lighting.

We installed two Danley high-performance speakers, which covered the room evenly and cleanly. Along 
with the high-performance speakers, we also installed two high-power subwoofers for an enhanced 
low-frequency response. New Sennheiser wireless handheld microphones were installed to give clarity 
to the power of worship and the word spoken.

Along with the audio system, we also upgraded the projection system. A bright and vibrant 6,500 lumen 
full HD laser projector was mounted at the back wall with a long lens which provides crisp and clear 
images. This is beneficial for the audience to be able to see the message, regardless of where they are 
sitting.

The broadcast system installed was integrated to 
handle switching for the main projection screen, 
lobby displays and streaming feed. A SurgeX 
suppression device was installed to protect the 
video equipment in the rack from lightning strikes 
and power surges. This provides clean and 
aestheti-cally pleasing look in the control 
suite.Lastly, we upgraded all the stage lighting. 
Seventeen tunable white LED lighting fixtures 
were installed to front wash the stage with white 
light. These can be turned to both warm and cool 
white. A wall station was provided and 
programmed for basic lighting scenes. This 
allows the room to be controlled without the use 
of the computer.
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TAMPA, FL

Hyde Park United Methodist

BCI Integrated Solutions has provided cutting-edge A/V sound reinforcement and presentation system 
for Hyde Park United Methodist Church. Our intimate knowledge of sound reinforcement for the house 
of worship allowed us to design and build a system that looks as good as it sounds. 

Utilizing 84 channels of sound, twin acoustically-
transparent projection screens, and a mixture of 
both live and recorded video feeds, the system 
can provide a medium to produce a truly moving 
worship service. In addition, the system can be 
recorded onto a digital video recorder and a 24-
track digital audio recorder at an in-house audio 
workstation. Production cameras, computers, DV, 
and VCR can be recorded or played back onto 
two 4100 lumen projectors at XGA resolution and 
all controlled by an AMX controller.

84 channels of audio

Dual Video Projection
24-track music workstation
Acoustically transparent screens
Four discrete stage monitor mixes
AMX wireless touchscreen control system
All video up scaled to XGA

Left, Right, and Center channel speaker 
system
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TAMPA, FL

bay chapel

The Wharton High School Auditorium was fitted with technology to enable Bay Chapel to easily utilize 
the space for worship.

BCI installed a 7,000-lumen laser HD projector on the back wall with a long throw lens to project onto a 
large projection screen that was installed on one of the theatrical stage line sets. A wall plate was 
installed for the church to connect a graphics computer to, and a wireless presentation device was 
installed for the school to easily show presentations. An auto switcher was installed to provide 
technician-free operation of the system.


A portable streaming system was integrated for 
Bay Chapel. This system allows the computer 
that is running graphics and an IMAG camera to 
be switched and overlaid. The streaming system 
allows users to easily switch record and stream 
services.

The Wharton HS theatrical and hose lighting 
system is utilized by Bay Chapel through a DMX 
combiner that allows two separate control 
systems to operate the lights. A portable audio 
system was designed and deployed that allows 
for easy setup and tear down on a Sunday 
morning for the church. One wire was able to be 
utilized to power a sub and main on each side of 
the stage. BCI also ran wiring from the back of 
the room to the stage to simplify connections.
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CREDENTIALS

PERFORMING ART CENTERS

WORSHIP CENTERS

NURSING HOME & REHAB CENTERS

STADIUMS

SHARON L. MORSE 

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 
THE VILLAGES, FL

New performing arts center with rider (touring) friendly 
audio visual system. Left/Center/Right EAW line arrays 
with 12,000 lumen digital projection.

BAY PINES VA 
BAY PINES, FL

Complete integrated solutions including structured cabling, 
access control, video, and nurse call systems.

VILLAGES REHAB & NURSING CENTER 
LADY LAKE, FL

Developed an integrated system for this facility by 
installing and providing a fire alarm system, structured 
cabling, door security system, nurse call, and audio visual 
systems.

METROPOLITAN MINISTRIES
TAMPA, FL

New construction for Miracle residential housing and 
retrofit of existing Administration Headquarters. fire alarm 
system and voice/data structured cabling, access control 
system.

MANATEE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
BRADENTON, FL

New performing arts center with Left/Center/Right Renkus-
Heinz speaker system. A 12,000 lumen digital projector 
provides digital backdrops and movie theater quality video 
images for the digital surround sound system.

VALERIE THEATRE 
INVERNESS, FL 

Complete renovation of historic 1927 theatre with the 
latest in technology. This facility includes an EAW speaker 
system with a digital projection for movie nights. An 
upstairs balcony provides seating during shows and 
doubles as a private performance space when desired.

LIVE NATION AMPHITHEATRE 
TAMPA, FL

System integration of site low voltage systems. Systems

include lawn sound, site sound, video projection, RF TV

distribution and data networking.

ED SMITH STADIUM 
BRADENTON, FL 

Installation of training center audio visual system. This 
included TV distribution and background music with 
multiple zones for independent control.

ALFRED A.MCKETHAN FIELD
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA - GAINESVILLE, FL

Audio visual and broadcast cabling for the baseball 
stadium. 

TROPICANA FIELD
ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Sales and installation of 200 plasma monitors for baseball 
video distribution.

HOTELS

DOUBLE TREE AT SEAWORLD 
ORLANDO, FL

Dual 10,000 lumen HD projectors installed in the lobby of 
the hotel to display advertising needs as well as wireless 
presentations.

LOEWS DON CESAR HOTEL 
ST. PETE BEACH, FL

Installation of audio visual system for Sea Porch Bar and 
Restaurant. This included video distribution for sporting 
broadcasts and background music for nightly 
entertainment.

EPICUREAN LUXURY HOTEL 
TAMPA, FL

Provided and installed audio visual systems for their 
kitchen theater, ballroom, and outside bar. 

AMELIE ARENA
TAMPA, FL

Complete fire alarm system throughout the complex.
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CREDENTIALS

corporate

K - 12

RESTAURANTS

TECO ENERGY 
TAMPA, FL

Installation of various AV projects from single room 
presentation systems to complete video conferencing 
suites for both corporate and power plant locations.

SUN HYDRAULICS
SARASOTA, FL

Designed and installed the audio visual systems for both 
the boardroom and the new training center.

BUFFALO WILD WINGS
TAMPA BAY LOCATIONS

Installation of over 30 displays and digital video projection 
for sporting broadcasts. Video projection uses laser 
technology for lamp-free operation. The audio system 
enhances the guest experience with custom manufactured 
speakers.

RUMFISH GRILL
ST. PETE BEACH, FL

New bar & grill that is Guy Harvey inspired. The facility 
was featured on Animal Planet’s TV show “Tanked” for its 
33,500-gallon fish tank. BCI provided a background music 
system to three distinct areas including a live sound stage. 
A 32 x 32 matrix video switcher distributed video 
throughout the facility, including a 10’ x 5.7’ video wall.

TAMPA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TRAINING 
FACILITY
TAMPA, FL

Video training system.

CHAMBERLAIN HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM 
TAMPA, FL

Design and installation of auditorium sound system (right/
left/center).RAYTHEON COMPANY

ST. PETERSBURG, FL

Video projection and video projection lift system.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION (FDOT)
TAMPA, FL

Video conference and projection systems.

CITY OF TAMPA

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER 
TAMPA, FL

Remote video two way communications system, and 
Master TV Antenna system.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY 

CHILDREN’S BOARD 
TAMPA, FL

Provided board room sound and video system and other 
training and conference room audio visual systems.

RINGHAVER
TAMPA, FL

Training room audio visual system with rear projection and 
AMX Control.

INDEPENDENT DAY CARE SCHOOL
TAMPA, FL

Installation of Master TV Antenna system, testing and 
calibration.

TAMPA PREPARATORY SCHOOL
TAMPA, FL

Creation of an ideal configuration for the school's 
classrooms. BCI installed an immense amount of 
hardware in classrooms, including Apple TVs, Epson 
Brightlink Projectors, and flatscreen televisions. FSR Inc. 
provided FLEX-LT panels that BCI installed to give Tampa 
Prep the flexible technology they need to control their 
environments.

CLEARWATER HIGH SCHOOL
CLEARWATER, FL

Installation of a new state-of-the-art sound and video 
system in the school's auditorium. After BCI performed a 
full system training and the keys were handed over, the 
school was ready for their first big production.

CITY OF SAFETY HARBOR GAZEBO
SAFETY HARBOR, FL

Sound system for outside productions. 
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CREDENTIALS

coLLEGES

SECURITY

FIRE & LIFE SAFETY

HEALTHCARE COMMUNICATION

DATA & NETWORKING CABLING 

Effective security systems are a growing concern for many 
Americans who want to feel safe when they go out in 
public. BCI Integrated Solutions can provide you with the 
commercial security system you, your employees, and 
your customers desire at a competitive price.

Keep your alarm and life systems updated. Our in-house 
sales engineers will assist you in every step of the process 
for designing code-compliant solutions. Providing a wide 
range of solutions to protect your assets with mass 
notifications, distributed antenna networking, public safety 
systems, and several other life safety systems.

Data management and communications are the 
backbones of your business. We use fiber opticals and 
category cable to design and install your communication 
infrastructure to help boost business productivity and give 
you the power you need.

We provide technicians certified by BICSI, ASIS, 
InfoComm, NICET, and Avixa. We can provide code-
specific monitoring of your system or an extended 
warranty agreement to keep your systems running.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH JOINT MILITARY 
LEADERSHIP CENTER 
TAMPA, FL

Fully integrated AV systems with automated control of 
video conferencing, classrooms, and board rooms.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA CAMPUS 
RECREATION 
TAMPA, FL

Custom audio systems in each of the university’s fitness 
rooms to allow for pin number access, iPod docking.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA SUNDOME 
TAMPA, FL

Design and sale of the arena sound system.

MACDILL AFB JOINT SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
UNIVERSITY (JSOU) 
TAMPA, FL

Over 10 rooms with top-of-the-line video wall integration, 
video conferencing, audio/video matrix switching, and 
multi-touch panel operation.

PASCO / HERNANDO 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL

Intrusion alarm security systems. Installation of auditorium 
sound system.

FLORIDA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
LAKELAND, FL

Design and Installation of multi-purpose lawn performance 
and background music system.

SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY 
DADE CITY, FL

Classroom video projection, video conferencing, and 
control systems throughout the campus.

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TAMPA, FL

Service and maintenance of sound/video systems and TV 
distribution systems.

 additional solutions



BUSINESS INFORMATION 

Primary NAICS Code - 238210 

Duns Number - 072915820 

D&B Rating - 1r3 

Cage Code - 1YZ42 

SIC Code - 238210 

Occupational License - Hillsborough County - 54222.0000(5) 

Federal Identification Number - 46-0307899 

Florida Department of Revenue - 78-8017977297-2 

Contracting License - EF20001805 

Electrical Contracting License - EC0002551 

Nicet Certification - 085008 

Average Number of Employees - 400 

Established in 1967 

Insurance Company - Everest Indemnity Insurance Company 





Melanie S. Griffin, SecretaryRon DeSantis, Governor

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' LICENSING BOARD
THE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR HEREIN IS CERTIFIED UNDER THE

PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 489, FLORIDA STATUTES

WILLIAMS, DAVID L

Do not alter this document in any form.

PELICAN ELECTRICAL GROUP INC

LICENSE NUMBER: EC0002551
EXPIRATION DATE:  AUGUST 31, 2024

This is your license. It is unlawful for anyone other than the licensee to use this document.

9501 PRINCESS PALM AVE
TAMPA                FL 33619

Always verify licenses online at MyFloridaLicense.com

https://www.myfloridalicense.com/LicenseDetail.asp?SID=&id=fd4871e068b4dd198027327e9e69d33f




hereby grants

to

MIDWEST ALARM COMPANY DBA BCI INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

who has successfully met WBENC's standards as a Women's Business Enterprise (WBE).  
This certification affirms the business is woman-owned, operated and controlled and is valid through the date herein.

Certification Granted: August 2, 2021
Expiration Date: August 15, 2023

WBENC National Certification Number: WBE2101975

WBENC National WBE Certification was processed and validated by Women's Business
Development Center - Midwest, a WBENC Regional Partner Organization.

Authorized by Emilia DiMenco, President &
CEO Women's Business Development Center -
Midwest

National Women's Business  Enterprise Certification

NAICS: 561621, 238210, 334290, 334512, 423420, 423610, 541512, 541690, 611420 
UNSPSC: 46151600, 46171604, 46171619, 46171622, 46182504, 46191505, 52161500, 72151703, 92121700, 92121701, 92121702



SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

INSURER F :

INSURER E :

INSURER D :

INSURER C :

INSURER B :

INSURER A :

NAIC #

NAME:
CONTACT

(A/C, No):
FAX

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

PRODUCER

(A/C, No, Ext):
PHONE

INSURED

REVISION NUMBER:CERTIFICATE NUMBER:COVERAGES

IMPORTANT:  If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.  THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

OTHER:

(Per accident)

(Ea accident)

$

$

N / A

SUBR
WVD

ADDL
INSD

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.  NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

$

$

$

$PROPERTY DAMAGE

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

AUTOS ONLY

AUTOSAUTOS ONLY
NON-OWNED

SCHEDULEDOWNED

ANY AUTO

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

Y / N

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below
If yes, describe under

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE

$

$

$

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

ER
OTH-

STATUTE
PER

LIMITS(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EXP

(MM/DD/YYYY)
POLICY EFF

POLICY NUMBERTYPE OF INSURANCELTR
INSR

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

EXCESS LIAB

UMBRELLA LIAB $EACH OCCURRENCE

$AGGREGATE

$

OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE

DED RETENTION $

$PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$GENERAL AGGREGATE

$PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$MED EXP (Any one person)

$EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED

$PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

CLAIMS-MADE OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

POLICY
PRO-
JECT LOC

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CANCELLATION

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

1/4/2023

Marsh McLennan Agency LLC
300 N. Cherapa PL
Suite 601
Sioux Falls SD 57103

Kathy Begtrup, CPIW, CISR
605-339-3874

kathy.begtrup@marshmma.com

Charter Oak Fire Insurance Company 25615
MIDWEALARM Amerisure Insurance Company 19488

Midwest Alarm Co Inc
dba BCI Integrated Solutions
9501 Princess Palm Avenue
Tampa FL 33619

Amerisure Partners Insurance Company 11050
Amerisure Mutual Insurance Company 23396

2045639860

B X 2,000,000
X 1,000,000

X XCU 10,000

2,000,000

4,000,000
X X

GL2122407 1/1/2023 1/1/2024

4,000,000

C 1,000,000

X
CA2122401 1/1/2023 1/1/2024

FL PIP 10,000
D X X 10,000,000CU2122405 1/1/2023 1/1/2024

10,000,000
X 0

C X

Y

WC2122404 1/1/2023 1/1/2024

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000
A Installation Floater; $1,000 Ded. 6305R102902 1/1/2023 1/1/2024 Job Site Limit

Stored Materials
650,000
650,000

Excluded from Workers Compensation: Marva L. McMillen.
For Bid Purposes Only - DBA BCI Integrated Solutions is a Named Insured on the above mentioned policies.

To Whom It May Concern





Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC 
300 Cherapa  Place, Suite 601 
Sioux Falls, SD  57103-2277 
Office +1 605 339 3874 
www.marshmma.com 

March 18, 2021 

To Whom It May Concern: 

RE: Midwest Alarm Co Inc dba BCI Integrated Solutions 

Dear Compliance,

Listed below are the Work Comp Experience Modification Rating Factors for Midwest Alarm 

Co Inc dba BCI Integrated Solutions: 

Effective Date  Experience Mod 

1/1/21  .75 

1/1/20  .75 

1/1/19  .90 

Sincerely, 

Kathy R. Begtrup, CPIW, CISR 

Client Advocate 

Kathy.Begtrup@marshmma.com 
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